
IN THE COURT OF SUB DIVISIONAL JUDICIAL 
MAGISTRATE, (M), KOLIABOR

                     MR Case No. 46/14                   
                                                                    U/S 125 CrPC.
                

                        Smt Kausalya Devi
                        W/O Late Rangalal Sarma
                       R/O Dalapani, Sullung.
                                     v

1. Tanka Prasad Sarma@ Krishna Prasad Sarma
2. Gopal Prasad Sarma
3. Prem Narayan Sarma
All are the sons of Late Rangalal Sarma
All are residents of Dalapani,Sullung 

 Date of Evidence   : 21.5.15
                            Date of Argument : 29.5.15
                            Date of Judgment  : 29.5.15

                              

For First party: Smt. Hema Borgohain 
For Second Party :None,
                     

PRESENT: IPSITA BORTHAKUR,AJS
SDJM, KOLIABOR.

ADVOCATES APPEARED :     



                 
                   JUDGMENT

The present case arises out of a petition U/s 125 CrPC, filed by First 
Party, Smt Kausalya Devi,praying for maintenance allowance of Rs 2000 
each from her three sons, Total Rs. 6000 per month , for herself .
              The First Party’s case as placed in the petition is that  the first party 
is aged about 74 years. Her husband passed away a few years ago. After the 
demise of her husband, her three sons  have neglected her and has failed to 
maintain her .She has no source of income and is unable to do any work. 
That, on the other hand, Second Parties  are able bodied men ,  earning about 
9000-10,000 per month from cultivation.Hence this present Petition, praying 
for maintenance. 
                  Process was issued to which Second Party No. 21, Tanka Prasad 
Sarma and Second Party No.2, Gopal Sarma  appeared and prayed for time 
for filing Written  Statement  but subsequently , failed to appear and the case 
was proceeded ex parte against all the second parties. No Written Statement 
was filed by the Second Parties.

On the First Party’s side, one witness was examined:
              

      PW 1:Kausalya Devi
                                

    No witness was adduced by Second Party.

(i) Whether in the facts and circumstances of the present case , First 
party  is  entitled  to  receive  maintenance  allowance  from  second 
Parties?

I have perused the evidence on record. PW1 , in her examination in 
chief has reiterated the averments made in her pleadings. She deposed that 
her  husband  died  around  50  years  ago  and  all  her  sons  have  neglected 
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her.She lives in a house allotted under Government scheme. She lives from 
head to mouth by begging. Each of  her three sons  earns around Rs. 5000 
per month.She stated that she is in great need of money for her subsistence.

    Now the available evidence shall be read and considered in 
light  of  the  purpose  of  the  enactment.  Section  125  CrPC is  a  beneficial 
provision intended to provide maintenance to women , parents and children 
by persons with sufficient means who have refused or neglected to maintain 
them. In determination of cases U/S 125 CrPC strict scales of measuring the 
evidence may not be adopted if fullest effect is to be given to this particular 
enactment in light of  the purpose behind its very enactment.
In India, parents have been accorded a very high and sacred place by our 
Holy texts, epics and by society at large. The tale of Shravan Kumar who 
dedicated his life towards the care of his old, blind parents still continue to 
inspire  many.  It  is  a  sad plight  to  see  that  in  this  same country,  an  old 
septuagenarian woman has been compelled to knock the doors of the Court 
seeking justice.
Keeping in  mind,  the  changing social  trends  and for  the better  care  and 
protection of ageing citizens, Legislature in the year 2007 enacted another 
piece  of  legislation ,  Maintenance and Welfare of  parents  and senior 
citizens Act,2007.Old people are the pillars of the society and they are the 
makers  of  generation  and the  carriers  of  civilization.  Therefore,  it  is  the 
utmost  duty of the Court to ensure that the interests of the old are protected 
and preserved.

 Therefore,   after  studied  perusal  of  evidence  and  in  light  of  the  above 
discussion, I hold First Party entitled to receive maintenance from Second 
Parties.Regarding the quantum of maintenance, the same shall be determined 
on basis of the prevalent prices of various essential commodities and also 
that the First Party is  without any income and also unable to do any work.

                                     ORDER
                  
               In view of the foregoing discussion and in light of the facts and 
circumstances  of  the  instant  case,  based  on  the  available  evidence  and 
various  considerations  such  as  discussed  hereinbefore,  I  direct  Second 
Party,Sri  Tanka Prasad Sarma@ Krishna Prasad Sarma, Sri Gopal Sarma 
and  Sri  Prem Narayan  Sarma to  pay  maintenance  allowance  of  Rs.1000 



each(One Thousand each) amounting to total Rs. 3000(Three Thousands) 
per month to the First Party, Smt Kausalya Devi as maintenance. This shall 
take effect from the date of filing of the Petition as some delay has been 
caused  by  the  second  parties  by  praying  for  dates  for  filing  Written 
Statement during which the first party must have suffered immense financial 
difficulties.
             Supply a free copy of this Judgment to the First Party.     
                   
  Dictated under the seal of the court and bearing my signature.
 

(IPSITA BORTHAKUR, AJS)
SDJM(M), KOLIABOR.



APPENDIX

FIRST PARTY WITNESS: PW1: KAUSALYA DEVI.

SECOND PARTY WITNESS: NONE.

EXHIBITS:NONE ON EITHER SIDE.

 
  


